Abstract. Kloks, Kratsch, and Spinrad showed how treewidth and minimum-fill, NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems related to minimal triangulations, are broken into subproblems by block subgraphs defined by minimal separators. These ideas were expanded on by Bouchitté and Todinca, who used potential maximal cliques to solve these problems using a dynamic programming approach in time polynomial in the number of minimal separators of a graph. It is known that solutions to the perfect phylogeny problem, maximum compatibility problem, and unique perfect phylogeny problem are characterized by minimal triangulations of the partition intersection graph. In this paper, we show that techniques similar to those proposed by Bouchitté and Todinca can be used to solve the perfect phylogeny problem with missing data, the twostate maximum compatibility problem with missing data, and the unique perfect phylogeny problem with missing data in time polynomial in the number of minimal separators of the partition intersection graph.
Introduction
The perfect phylogeny problem, also called the character compatibility problem, is a classic NP-hard [5, 26] problem in phylogenetics [11, 25] . Characters that have a perfect phylogeny are called homoplasy-free, i.e. they map to a tree with no horizontal evolutionary events such as recombination or gene transfer. For a collection of partially labeled (a.k.a. missing data) unrooted trees, one can construct characters that have a perfect phylogeny precisely when the collection has a compatible supertree [25] . The more general problem of supertree estimation is of wide interest.
Solutions to the perfect phylogeny problem are characterized by the existence of restricted (minimal) triangulations of the partition intersection graph [10, 21, 26] , and minimal triangulations of the partition intersection graph also play an important role in two variants of this problem. The first, the maximum compatibility problem, asks to find the largest subset of a set of given characters that has a perfect phylogeny [7, 15] , and the second, asks if a set of characters has a unique perfect phylogeny 1 [24, 13] . Interestingly, the unique perfect phylogeny . An X−tree T displaying C = {abcdef |gh|ij|kl, ag|dj|f l, bh|ci|ek} and the corresponding partition intersection graph int(C). We use A to denote abcdef , and have labeled the vertices by their cells. The character abcdef |gh|ij|kl distinguishes the edges of T marked with dashes. Removing these edges results in the four subtrees defined by T (abcdef ), T (gh), T (ij), and T (kl). The dashed edges of int(C) define a proper triangulation, and the solid edges are obtained by cell intersection. If we replace ag|dj|f l and bh|ci|ek with the characters ag|bh, ci|dj, and ek|f l, we would obtain a partition intersection graph isomorphic to int(C) but with a different coloring. In that case, there is no proper triangulation because each four cycle has only two colors, and the fill edge ag, bh is monochromatic. Note that T does not display ag|bh, ci|dj, or ek|f l.
Given a set of characters C, the partition intersection graph int(C) is the graph with vertex set {(A, χ) | χ ∈ C and A is a cell of χ}, and two vertices (A, χ) and (A , χ ) are adjacent in int(C) if and only if A and A have non-empty intersection. If A 1 and A 2 are cells of a character χ, then A 1 and A 2 are disjoint because χ is a partition of a subset of X, so (A 1 , χ) and (A 2 , χ) are not adjacent in int(C). The vertex (A, χ) has cell A and character χ. A triangulation of int(C) is proper if, for each fill edge, the vertices involved in the fill edge have different characters. This may be viewed as coloring each vertex (A, χ) of int(C) by its character χ, resulting in a properly colored graph, and then proper triangulations are those whose fill edges preserve the proper coloring. If u and v are vertices of int(C) that have the same character/color, we say that u and v are monochromatic. If a triangulation of int(C) has uv as an edge, we say that uv is a monochromatic fill edge of the triangulation. See Figure 1 for an example of these concepts.
For the remainder of this section, we characterize solutions to perfect phylogeny problems as constrained minimal triangulations of the partition intersection graph, and state our algorithmic results. These problems will then be discussed in terms of minimum-weight minimal triangulations in Section 2, and we prove our computational results in Section 3, all of which rely on Algorithm 1. The connection between triangulations and perfect phylogeny stems from the following result. Theorem 1. [10, 21, 26] Let C be a set of characters on X. Then C is compatible if and only if int(C) has a proper minimal triangulation.
While Theorem 1 was not originally stated in terms of minimal triangulations, it follows from the definitions that there is a proper triangulation if and only if there is a proper minimal triangulation. The set of minimal separators of int(C) are denoted ∆ int(C) (their definition appears in Section 3). Our first algorithmic result is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let C be a set of characters on X with at most r parts per character. There is an O(|X||C| 2 + (r|C|) 4 |∆ int(C) | 2 ) time algorithm that solves the perfect phylogeny problem.
If C is not compatible, then the maximum compatibility problem is to determine the largest subset C * of C that is compatible, and C * is an optimal solution. In order to characterize solutions to the maximum compatibility problem in terms of minimal triangulations, we must consider non-proper triangulations of the partition intersection graph. We say χ is broken by a fill edge (A, χ)(A , χ) because χ is the shared character of both vertices. Given a triangulation H of int(C), the displayed characters of H are the characters of C that are not broken by any fill edge.
Theorem 3. [7, 15] Let C be a set of characters on X. Then C * is an optimal solution to the maximum compatibility problem if and only if there is a minimal triangulation H * of int(C) that has C * as its displayed characters, and for every other minimal triangulation H of int(C) with displayed characters C , |C | ≤ |C * |.
Given a set of characters C, a character weight is a function w from C to the positive real numbers (i.e. excluding zero). For a subset C of C, define w(C ) = χ∈C w(χ). The w−maximum compatibility problem is to find a the subset C * of C such that w(C * ) = max w(C ), where the maximum is taken over all compatible subsets C of C. We generalize Theorem 3 below, and reserve its proof for Section 2.
Theorem 4. Let C be a set of characters on X with character weight w. Then C * is an optimal solution to the w−maximum compatibility problem if and only if there is a minimal triangulation H * of int(C) that has C * as its displayed characters, and for any other minimal triangulation H of int(C) with displayed characters C , w(C ) ≤ w(C * ).
Our second algorithmic result is for two-state characters only. Such characters are interesting because they are related to finding compatible supertrees. In that context, an optimal solution to maximum compatibility corresponds to a supertree that agrees with the most edges from the partially labeled trees given as input.
Theorem 5. Let C be a set of (w−weighted) two-state characters on X, i.e., each χ ∈ C has two cells. There is an O(|X||C| 2 + |C| 4 |∆ int(C) | 2 ) time algorithm that solves the (w-)maximum compatibility problem.
The unique perfect phylogeny problem is to determine if a perfect phylogeny for a set of characters is the only perfect phylogeny for those characters. An edge uv of an X−tree T is distinguished by a character χ if contracting uv results in an X−tree that does not display χ, and T is distinguished by C if each edge of T is distinguished by a character of C. An X−tree T = (T , φ) is ternary if every internal node of T has degree three. Semple and Steel characterized the existence of a unique perfect phylogeny as follows.
Theorem 6.
[24] Let C be a set of characters on X. Then C has a unique perfect phylogeny T = (T , φ) if and only if the following conditions hold:
1. there is a ternary perfect phylogeny T = (T , φ) for C and T is distinguished by C; 2. int(C) has a unique proper minimal triangulation.
It is well known how to create a perfect phylogeny T = (T , φ) for C from a clique tree of a proper minimal triangulation in polynomial time (e.g. see the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [7] ), and a clique tree of a chordal graph can be computed in linear time [3] . Checking if T is ternary and distinguished by C is also easy to do: an edge uv is distinguished by χ if and only if u is a node of T (A) and v is a node of T (A) for distinct cells A, A of χ. So if it is known that int(C) has a unique proper minimal triangulation, it is possible to determine if C has a unique perfect phylogeny in polynomial time. On the other hand, it has recently been shown [6, 16] that if a perfect phylogeny is given for a set of characters, it is still NP-hard to determine if it is the unique perfect phylogeny for those characters 2 . That is, determining if int(C) has a unique proper minimal triangulation is NPhard [16] . This makes our last algorithmic result of interest.
Theorem 7. Let C be a set of characters on X with at most r parts per character. There is an O(|X||C| 2 + (r|C|) 4 |∆ int(C) | 2 ) time algorithm that determines if int(C) has a unique proper minimal triangulation, i.e. it solves the unique perfect phylogeny problem.
Suppose G is a non-complete graph. If U is a subset of G's vertices, then the potential fill edges pf(U ) of U are pairs of vertices of U that are not edges of G. A fill weight on G = (V, E) is a function F w from pf(V ) to the nonnegative real numbers, i.e., including zero. For a triangulation H of G with fill weight F w , the weight of H is F w (H) = F w (f ) where the sum occurs over all fill edges of H. We will call H a F w −minimum triangulation of G if, for every other triangulation H of G, F w (H) ≤ F w (H ). In this case we write mfi
If H is a F w −minimum or F w −zero triangulation that is also a minimal triangulation of G, then H is a F w −minimum minimal triangulation or F w −zero minimal triangulation, respectively. Note that if a F w −zero triangulation exists, it must be a F w −minimum triangulation. Additionally, because F w is non-negative, there is always a minimal triangulation that is a F w −minimum triangulation. Proof. The lemma follows from Theorem 1 and Observation 1.
The following two lemmas, which follow from results in [7, 15] , will be helpful for proving Theorem 4.
Lemma 2. Suppose C is a set of characters and C ⊆ C is compatible. Then there is a minimal triangulation of int(C) and C is a subset of its displayed characters.
Lemma 3. Suppose C is a set of characters and H is a triangulation of int(C). Then the displayed characters of H are a compatible subset of C.
(Proof of Theorem 4) Let C * be an optimal solution to the w−maximum compatibility problem. By Lemma 2, there is a minimal triangulation H * of int(C) that has at least C * as its displayed characters. Displayed character sets are compatible by Lemma 3, so by positivity of w and optimality of C * , the displayed characters of H * are exactly C * . If H is another minimal triangulation of int(C) with displayed character set C(H ), then C(H ) is compatible by Lemma 3, so w(C(H )) ≤ w(C * ) by optimality of C * . For the converse, let H be a minimal triangulation of int(C) with displayed characters C(H), and suppose w(C(H)) is greater than the weight of the displayed characters of any other minimal triangulation of int(C). Then w(C * ) ≤ w(C(H)) because C * are the displayed characters of H * . By Lemma 3 the set C(H) is compatible, so w(C * ) = w(C(H)) by optimality of C * . Therefore C(H) is an optimal solution. Definition 2. Let C be a set of characters on X that are weighted by w. Then the fill weight F w of int(C) induced by w is F w (uv) = w(χ) if u are v monochromatic and colored by χ; 0 otherwise.
Lemma 4. Let C be a collection of two-state characters weighted by w, and suppose H is a triangulation of int(C) with displayed characters C(H). Then
Proof. For each χ in C there is exactly one potential fill edge uv of int(C) such that u and v are monochromatic with shared character χ because χ has two states. In particular, if χ = A|A then u = (A, χ) and v = (A , χ). Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between characters in C and potential fill edges stemming from monochromatic pairs of vertices of int(C). Further, each monochromatic pair of vertices is either a fill edge of H, or it corresponds to a displayed character of H. Any other potential fill edge u v of int(C) that does not arise in this way is not monochromatic, and in this case F w (u v ) = 0. Letting X be the set of monochromatic potential fill edges of int(C), we have
Theorem 8. Let C be a collection of two-state characters weighted by w. Then C * is a w−maximum compatible subset of C if and only if there is a F w -minimum minimal triangulation H * of int(C) that has C * as its displayed characters.
Proof. Suppose that C * is a w−maximum compatible subset of C. By Theorem 4, there is a minimal triangulation H * of int(C) that has C * as its displayed characters. For the sake of contradiction suppose H * is not a F w −minimum minimal triangulation, so there is a triangulation H of int(C) such that F w (H) < F w (H * ). Letting C(H) be the displayed characters of H, by Lemma 4 we have w(C) − w(C(H)) < w(C) − w(C * ) and therefore w(C * ) < w(C(H)). This contradicts the optimality of C * , so H * must be a F w −minimum minimal triangulation. Now let H be a F w −minimum minimal triangulation of int(C) with displayed characters C(H ). Then F w (H ) = F w (H * ) by F w −minimization, and w(C) − w(C(H )) = w(C) − w(C * ) by Lemma 4 so w(C(H )) = w(C * ). The set C(H) is compatible by Lemma 3, so C(H) is an optimal solution.
The weighted maximum compatibility problem can be used to solve the maximum compatibility problem by using the character weight where each χ ∈ C has weight one. This character weighting induces the fill weight I C , giving the following corollary. Corollary 1. Let C be a collection of two-state characters. Then C * is a maximum compatible subset of C if and only if there is a I C -minimum minimal triangulation H * of int(C) that has C * as its displayed characters.
We conclude this section by characterizing solutions to unique perfect phylogeny. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph and S ⊆ V . We will use G − S to denote the graph obtained from G by removing the vertices S and edges that are incident to a vertex in S. If x, y are connected vertices in G but disconnected in G − S, then S is an xy−separator. When no proper subset of S is also an xy−separator, then S is a minimal xy−separator 3 . If there is at least one pair of vertices x and y such that S is a minimal xy−separator, then it is a minimal separator of G. The set of minimal separators of G is denoted by ∆ G . Suppose Φ is a subset of G's minimal separators. The graph G Φ is obtained from G by adding the fill edge uv whenever uv ∈ pf(S) for some S in Φ, and we say G is obtained by saturating each minimal separator in Φ. The following fundamental result characterizes the minimal triangulations of a graph in terms of its minimal separators. [19] Let G a graph and ∆ G its minimal separators. If H is a minimal triangulation of G, then ∆ H is a maximal pairwise-parallel set of minimal separators of G and H = G ∆ H . Conversely, if Φ is any maximal pairwise-parallel set of minimal separators of G, then G Φ is a minimal triangulation of G and ∆ G Φ = Φ.
Theorem 9. [22,23] see also
An important observation from this theorem is that if H is a minimal triangulation of G, then ∆ H ⊆ ∆ G . Let C be a set of characters and F w be a fill weight on int(C). We will use ∆ min Fw to denote the set of minimal separators S of int(C) such that there is a F w −minimum minimal triangulation H of int(C) with S ∈ ∆ H . Theorem 10. Suppose C is a collection of characters on X. Then int(C) has a unique proper minimal triangulation if and only if 1. int(C) has a I C −zero minimal triangulation; and 2. ∆ min I C is a maximal set of pairwise-parallel minimal separators of int(C).
Proof. Suppose int(C) has a unique proper minimal triangulation H * . By Observation 1 it is a I C −zero minimal triangulation of int(C), and each minimal separator of H * is a minimal separator of int(C) by Theorem 9, so
, then S is a minimal separator of a I C −zero minimal triangulation of int(C). This minimal triangulation is proper by Observation 1, so S ∈ ∆ H * by uniqueness. Therefore ∆ min I C = ∆ H * , and ∆ min I C is a maximal pairwise-parallel set of minimal separators of int(C) by Theorem 9.
To prove the converse, suppose that int(C) has a I C −zero minimal triangulation, and ∆ min I C is a maximal set of pairwise-parallel minimal separators of int(C). By Theorem 9, the graph H obtained from int(C) by saturating each minimal separator in ∆ min I C is a minimal triangulation of int(C), and further, for each fill edge uv of H, there is a S ∈ ∆ min I C such that u, v ∈ S . By definition there is some I C −zero minimal triangulation that has S as a minimal separator. This triangulation has uv as a fill edge by Theorem 9 so I C (uv) = 0. Therefore H is an I C −zero minimal triangulation of int(C), and by Observation 1, H is a proper minimal triangulation of int(C).
Now let H be any proper minimal triangulation of int(C). By Observation 1, H is an I C −zero minimal triangulation of int(C), so ∆ H ⊆ ∆ 
Finding weighted minimum triangulations
In this section we show that, given a fill weight F w for G, both mfi Fw (G) and ∆ min Fw can be computed in O(|X||C| 2 + (r|C|) 4 |∆ int(C) | 2 ) time. After that, we present proofs of our algorithmic results.
Given a graph G and X ⊆ V , a set C ⊆ V − X is a connected component of G − X if it is connected in G − X and it is maximal with respect to this property. A block of a graph G is a pair (S, C) where S ∈ ∆ G and C is a connected component of G − S, and it is full or full with respect to S if every vertex of S has at least one neighboring vertex that is in C (we write N (C) = S). The realization of a block (S, C) is the graph R(S, C) with vertex set S ∪ C, and for any u and v in S ∪ C, uv is an edge of R(S, C) if either uv is an edge of G or uv ∈ pf(S).
Kloks, Kratsch, and Spinrad [19] showed that the minimal triangulations of G that have S ∈ ∆ G as a minimal separator (i.e. S is saturated to obtain the minimal triangulation) can be obtained by independently minimally triangulating R(S, C) for each connected component C of G − S. They used this fact to relate minimum fill to the realizations of the blocks of a minimal separator, an important first consideration for computing minimum fill using potential maximal cliques and minimal separators. We extend this fact to weighted-minimum fill with the following lemma, whose proof follows with a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [19] , so we omit it.
Lemma 5. Let G be a non-complete graph and F w be a fill weight on G. Then
where the sum occurs over the connected components C of G − S and
It turns out that non-full blocks with respect to S ∈ ∆ G are full blocks with respect to a different minimal separator of G. They also allow us to compute mfi Fw (R(S, C)), which is a useful fact for later when we restrict our attention to full blocks of G.
Lemma 6.
[8] Let G be a graph, S ∈ ∆ G , and C be a connected component of G − S. If N (C) = S ⊂ S, then (S , C) is a full block of G (i.e. S ∈ ∆ G ). Further, if E ⊆ pf(C), then the graph obtained from R(S, C) by adding the fill edges in E is a minimal triangulation of R(S, C) if and only if the graph obtained from R(S , C) by adding the fill edges in E is a minimal triangulation of R(S, C).
This gives us the following, an extension of Corollary 4.5 in [8] .
Corollary 2. Let G be a graph, S ∈ ∆ G , and C be a connected component of
In order to compute mfi Fw (R(S, C)), we need the notion of a potential maximal clique. Let G be a graph and K be a subset of its vertices. Then K is a potential maximal clique of G if there is a minimal triangulation H of G and K is a maximal clique of H. That is, every pair of vertices in K are adjacent in H, and no proper superset of K has this property. The set of potential maximal cliques of G is denoted by Π G . The next two lemmas describe the interplay between potential maximal cliques, minimal separators, and blocks.
Lemma 7.
[8] Let G be a graph and K be a potential maximal clique of G. Then S ∈ ∆ G and S ⊆ K if and only if N (C) = S for some connected component C of G − K.
Therefore if K ∈ Π G and C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C k are the connected components of G − K, each (S i , C i ) where N (C i ) = S i is a full block of G (i.e. S i ∈ ∆ G ). These blocks are called the blocks associated to K.
Lemma 8.
[8] Suppose G is a graph, S ∈ ∆ G , and (S, C) is a full block. Then H(S, C) is a minimal triangulation of R(S, C) if and only if 1. there is a potential maximal clique K of G such that S ⊂ K ⊆ (S, C); and 2. letting (S i , C i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p be the blocks associated to K such that
The following lemma is an extension of Corollary 4.8 in [8] . For completeness, we provide a proof. Lemma 9. Let (S,C) be a full block of G and F w be a fill weight on G. Then
where the minimum is taken over all K ∈ Π G such that S ⊂ K ⊆ (S, C), and
Proof. Let H(S, C) be a triangulation of R(S, C) such that mfi Fw (R(S, C)) = F w (H(S, C) ). Without loss of generality, we may assume H(S, C) is a minimal triangulation of R(S, C) because F w is non-negative. By Lemma 8, there is a potential maximal clique K such that S ⊂ K ⊆ (S, C) with blocks (
Further, the fill edges of H(S, C) are disjointly obtained from the fill edges of H i for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and pf(K) − pf(S) (because S is already saturated in R(S, C)). Therefore
. Now, for a given 1 ≤ k ≤ p, suppose for the sake of contradiction that
Further, the graph H (S, C) with vertex set (S, C) and edge set E(H(S, C))
is a minimal triangulation of R(S, C) by Lemma 8, and it has a weighted fill of , C) ). This contradicts the F w −minimality of H(S, C), so it must be that
Letting LHS and RHS denote the left-hand side and right-hand side of equation (1), respectively, we have shown that LHS ≥ RHS. Now suppose K * ∈ Π G such that S ⊂ K ⊆ (S, C) and
. By Lemma 8, there is a minimal triangulation H * (S, C) of R(S, C) obtained by adding the fill edges pf(K * ) − pf(S) and C) ) by definition, so LHS ≤ RHS and therefore LHS = RHS.
Theorem 11. Let C be a set of partial characters on X with at most r parts per character, and F w be a fill weight on int(C). There is an O(
Proof. Our approach is described in Algorithm 1. Constructing int(C) can be done in O((|X| + r 2 )|C| 2 ) time as follows. There are at most r|C| vertices of int(C), one per part of each character. Recall that a pair of vertices (A, χ) and (A , χ ) of int(C) form an edge if and only if there is some a ∈ A ∩ A . For each a ∈ X, let C(a) be the vertices of int(C) whose cell contains a. These sets are { Find the Fw−minimum fill value for each full block } 5: compute all the full blocks (S, C) and sort them by the number of vertices 6: for each full block (S, C) taken in increasing order do 7:
mfiF w (R(S, C)) ← fillF w (S ∪ C) if (S, C) is inclusion-minimal and mfiF w (R(S, C)) ← ∞ otherwise 8:
compute the blocks (Si,
end for 13: end for 14: mfiF w (int(C)) ← ∞ { Find the Fw−minimum fill value for minimal triangulations containing S } 15: for each minimal separator S of int(C) do 16:
compute the blocks (Si, Ci) associated to S where N (Ci) = Si 17:
computed in O(|X||C|) amortized time by scanning each cell of each character. The edges of int(C) are now found by examining each pair (A 1 , χ 1 )(A 2 , χ 2 ) in C(a) for all a ∈ X. To address redundancy, order the characters and cells of each characters, then construct a table to check if (A 1 , χ 1 ) and (A 2 , χ 2 ) has already been found as an edge. Examining C(a) to find these edges takes O(|C| 2 ) time (because a is in at most one cell per character), and constructing the redundancy table takes O ((r|C|) 2 ) time, for a total of O((|X| + r 2 )|C| 2 ) time. For a general graph G with |V | vertices and |E| edges, it is possible to compute [9] . Let n be the number of vertices of int(C). The full block computation and nested for loop can be implemented in O(n 3 |Π int(C) |) time, which follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [12] . It is known that |Π G | ≤ |V ||∆ G | 2 + |V ||∆ G | + 1 [9] , so the nested for loop takes O(n 4 |∆ int(C) | 2 ) time. Consider the second for loop and let S ∈ ∆ int(C) . The blocks associated to S are found in O(n 2 ) time by searching the graph to find the connected components, and then computing N (C) for each connected component C of G−S (in the second computation, each edge of the graph is examined at most once). By Lemma 6, each (S i , C i ) is a full block of G, so we have calculated mfi Fw (R(S i , C i )) during the first for loop. The calculation on line 17 matches the one in Lemma 5 because mfi Fw (R(S, C i )) = mfi 
Discussion
An immediate question is whether or not Theorem 5 can be extended to the case where r is unbounded. This does not seem possible to do for the following reason. Let S be a minimal separator that is a clique in a minimal triangulation of int(C) that is an optimal solution to the maximum compatibility problem, and C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C k be the connected components of int(C) − S. Then the minimal triangulations of R(S, C i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k are dependent with respect to a fill weight F w , unlike the two-state case, as illustrated in Figure 2 . It is possible to construct similar examples for unweighted characters. Hence any sort of separator-based approach for a given optimization function seems to require a decomposition property similar to that of Lemma 5.
